ENGLISH
Task 1 - Collect any ten tongue twisters and write them beautifully in your assignment folder.
Task 2 - Make a poster or collect pictures and paste in your assignment folder to convey the message
‘’Clean India, Green India ‘’ and write a paragraph on it.
Task 3 - Write ten popular quotes of Dr .A.P.J. Abdul in your assignment folder.
Task 4 - Read J.K. Rowling’s famous book ‘Harry Potter’ and write any ten adjectives used in the book
along with their meanings OR read any Panchatantra story of your choice and write about your favourite
character .Paste pictures also of the same.
Task 5 - Write about any one of the good things you did or learnt during your holidays like helping others,
sharing ,caring, reading ,respecting etc in about 60 -80 words.
HINDI

1 **;fn eSa nknkth gksrk** vuqPNsn fy[ksAa
2 cky jkedFkk ds fdUgha pkj izeq[k ik=ksa dk ifjp; fy[ksaA

MATHEMATICS
Task: I
Geometrical concept

Examples

Draw or paste the
pictures

Write whether it is
2-dimensional or
3-dimensional

1. Parallel Lines
2. Circle
3. Cube
4. Cuboid
5. Cone
6. Cylinder
7. Pyramid
8. Triangle
9. Square
10. Rectangle
Task: II
Write the age of any 10 relatives in Roman numbers.
Name

Relationship

Age

Age in Roman
numbers
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SCIENCE
Task 1
(i)
Collect and paste the pictures of five animals each of an omnivore, carnivore and herbivore.
(ii)

A.

Write the ingredients and the sources of any FIVE food items popularly eaten in different
states of INDIA.
Food Items

Ingredients

Source

State

B.

Paste the pictures of the food items in your copy.

C.

Also in the physical map of INDIA, colour and name the state in which the food items are
popular.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Prepare complete assignment on A4 sheet pages and arrange them into the file.
Use pictures related to the buildings and map of India,paste them on the sheet.
Activity-1- Very often old buildings have a story to tell. Find out to your parents/grandparents or
Identify any two old historical building in your state .Try to find information about its architecture,
material used, when and by whom it was built etc. Also write about who looks after those building
now. (Activity must contain in only four pages)
Activity-2 Map work- On a political map of India, markall the states with their capitals. (Do not
draw the map, use available map in the shop, you are allowed to fill pencil color in different states.)
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